Hydraulic transient analysis is essential in the design of piping systems and even more so in post-accident investigations. Computed transient pressure histories can be used as input to structural-dynamics software in order to find pipe stresses and displacements. This is usually done when the safety standards are high (nuclear industry, chemical industry, dike crossings), when the pipe layout must be light (aerospace industry), when noise must be reduced (naval submarines), when stability is an issue (hydropower stations), for buried pipes during earthquakes, naturally in hemodynamics, for fatigue life or damage prediction, and not in the least for cost reduction. The above procedure of one-way coupling gives useful additional information but maybe wrong when the pipe system has a certain degree of flexibility, mostly encountered in aboveground pipelines (Figure 1). Two-way coupling is then a more accurate approach, noting that FSI causes damping of pressure waves (because energy is transferred to the pipe walls) and has a tendency to mitigate resonance. On the other hand, in free-hanging systems, the classical Joukowsky pressure, calculated with a simple equation which is accurate only for straight uniform-section pipes without any column separation, may be exceeded by a factor of two.

Hydraulic transient loads may cause pipes to move and shift on — or even fall off — their supports (Figure 2[2]). This is an undesired situation and most frightening for personnel working nearby. The apparent solution would be to fix the pipes rigidly, but — more often than not — this leads to broken anchors (Figure 3[2]). Some flexibility is always needed to allow for thermal expansion, but also to reduce pipe stresses in a water-hammer event. The locations and strengths of pipe supports are usually obtained from a static analysis based on conservative estimates of the fluid forces. Two-way FSI analysis may help in finding the appropriate way of dynamically supporting the piping system, noting that mass and not stiffness resists to sudden pipe motion. Fluid-structure interaction is always existent to a certain degree and many laboratory experiments on water hammer contain the (undesirable) effects of it. To avoid FSI one might embed the entire pipe in solid concrete[3] or use cubic blocks with cylindrical bores[4].

In general, (very) steep pressure wave fronts are needed to provoke structural motion and justify FSI analysis. The first coupled effect is
the axisymmetric bending of the pipe wall (Figure 4) which makes the traveling pressure front less steep and which induces a decaying trailing oscillation (Figure 5). This is one of the reasons that in pure liquids (without gas bubbles) wave fronts spread over lengths of tens of pipe diameters. The second coupled effect is due to unbalanced pressure forces, which make free pipe bends move; vibrating elbows are the most common generators of FSI. Pipe ovaling occurs, but as this hardly changes the cross-sectional flow area it does not affect pressure waves. The same holds for friction and damping; excluding resonance conditions, these are of less importance for the prediction of extreme pressures and stresses because of the short (acoustic) time scale: inertia and elasticity are the dominant forces such that friction will not affect the very first pressure rise in a water hammer event. It is good practice to have slow valve closures and pump stoppages, but in events of steam condensation and the collapse of column separations — somewhere in the system — almost instantaneous pressure rises are generated.

The oldest FSI formula goes back to Thomas Young¹⁶ and relates the pipe hoop stress to the fluid pressure (linearly via the relative wall-thickness). The radial inertia of the pipe wall is ignored in this formula, which therefore is valid for frequencies well below the pipe’s ring frequency. Sudden changes in hoop stress (and strain) cause axial stress waves in the pipe wall, which — due to FSI — are accompanied with changes in fluid pressure. These fast traveling (at the speed of sound in solids) pressure variations have been observed as precursors arriving ahead of the main waterhammer wave¹⁰. The axial waves in the pipe wall will excite bends if they are not sufficiently restrained and the resulting motion is a sort of pumping action which generates pressure waves in the liquid¹⁰. It is noted that a traveling pressure wave does not “see” a structurally fixed bend.

To simulate FSI on a computer one needs, in addition to a water-hammer code, a structural-dynamics code, and one must couple them. Regarding the fluid, one might opt for CFD software. Regarding the structure, that is the pipes (and the supports), one may go as far as one wishes: rigid beams, elastic beams, membranes, or shells. One simplified approach is to model only the axial motion of the individual pipes in a system (which is analogue to the vibration of an elastic liquid column and might be referred to as “steel hammer”), and represent lateral and torsional motion by spring-mass-dashpot systems¹⁰. It has no use to simulate the entire piping system with FSI included, but one should select only those sections that can move as a consequence of unrestrained elbows, tees and U-bends.

Future challenges lie in the analysis of pipes, tubes and hoses made of a combination of different materials, like concrete and steel, and fiber-reinforced plastics. That is non-uniform and non-elastic pipes, with lining and coating, surrounded by soil and/or liquid. In fact, a blood vessel, where all hydraulic transient research started off in the 19th century, is the most striking example. The technical details of hydraulic transients with FSI and some of their history, together with the evidence of laboratory and field experiments, can be found in several review papers.¹¹⁻¹⁵
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